1. Open: http://login.yahoo.com/
   Sign in as a new user.
   Use any user name (must include your last name) and password of your choice.
2. Create a customized my.yahoo home page as illustrated in the previous two pictures. I used two pictures since one alone could not show all the items that I wanted to illustrate. Your page should have all the following in the given order (possibly more items below them):
   a) In the left narrow column: Messenger Center, Calendar, Weather.
   b) In the center wide column: One comic strip, My Front Page Headlines (includes three sections, may be different from shown), TV Listings
   c) In the right narrow column: Maps, Calculator, Ask the Doctor, Health Tips. (In my most recent visit of my.yahoo.com, (The illustration above did not show all the items due to limitation in the monitor screen size.)

3. **What to submit:**
   **Either:**
   (a) Your **Yahoo ID**, and **password**.
   The grader will use the URL http://my.yahoo.com/ and the two items from you to access your page. After receiving your score, you can certainly change the password to your liking and use the page in any proper way you like, including redesigning it.
   **Or:**
   (b) The image of the page that includes all the items specified above. That also includes your Yahoo ID, which will appear in the Welcome message at the top of the page. The given illustration showed shen201 as the Yahoo ID. If necessary, you need to submit two images of the screen so that the bottom part of the page can also be seen by the grader. Missing any item may cause you to lose some points.
   **Or, New alternative:**
   (c) I just found out today (2/15/05, 5pm) that my.yahoo.com had just changed again. It now allows “zooming out” of each item group to make the whole page more compact. If you have that available to you, then you can instead simply submit a single page as in the following illustration:
Grading:
Everything as specified: 100
Wrong column order: -10
Missing one item in a column, each: -5
Any item out of order, each: -5

Let’s hope that Yahoo will not change things around before the assignment is graded, so that we do not have to modify this assignment. Let me know as soon as possible if you found it impossible to do as specified (due to Yahoo’s changing their system.)